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This is the story of Jake the best dog I ever had. (Short story)"Everybody in the little town of Emery

knew who Kinardley was. The few times they would unchain him from the tree for a little exercise;

he would take off and be gone for days. During the time he was gone he would get into fights, flirt

with the girl dogs and get into people's garbage."
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Kinardley got a rough start in life, but he found a good home, (got a new name - Jake), and became

part of his new owner's life. Took a while to tame his wild side, but he developed a fierce protective

side as he came to be more comfortable with his new owner (and later with an addition to the

family).This is another one of those warm, fuzzy, feel good stories about dogs and our relationships

with them. If you don't like pets, you won't get it. But if you are a dog lover, can there ever be too

many of these stories? Probably not.

Any dog worth bringing home is worth your time and attention. We have a bucktoothed weiner dog



who couldn't bit you if she had to, not much for looks with her extra long nose and overbite but I

wouldn't take a mansion in trade for her. She is my constant companion and her silliness is cheap

entertainment. None of us are perfect and your dog doesn't have to be perfect either. Just show

them you love them and train them to be good neighbors and ENJOY them!

Over the years traveling by car has brought us through so many small towns and villages where a

great many "Kinardleys" reside. Hearts full of love and desire to please are the way they arrived at

their owners doorstep. Unfortunately, that is as far as many of them ever got. Tied up to a tree,

fence or delapidated crate they begin a life of neglect and often unwarranted abuse. We always

questionned "why"? Why get an animal to ignore it? What prompts adult individuals or family groups

to inflict this abuse on any living creature?.Kinardley was the lucky one to be rescued and become a

cherished pet. His story has an ending that resounds there is hope out there for the "lucky" ones.

Too bad intelligent tests are not required as a basis for acquiring a dog or cat. Maybe we could

weed out the idiots who don't understand the basic care required nor see the errors of their idea of

pet ownership.

Enjoyed this short story about a wonderful dog. As I have one who is now 11 years old and

protective of me despite the fact he is a bichon and Bichons have been bred for hundreds of years

to be mild, he didn't read the memo. Thanks.

I really enjoyed this story because it rang, so true. Have had dogs like,Jake I have a Bichon right

now who is,over protective of me. My Sammy would fight to the death for me and he is just a little

guyAnyone,who loves true,stories, or loves,there own dog will 'll enjoy this rather short story

We had Norwegian spellbound was a beautiful dog but very stubborn would come when he was

called so I can relate to this author. He never fought other dogs and was not faithful but I loved him

very much as I have all the dogs we have owners.

I love reading books that show how love and caring can work wonders on (seemingly) incorrigible

dogs.Kinardly was such a dog. His personality bore the brunt of his earlier years but once he found

his "forever home" things started changing. He became a devoted and loyal companion. I love

happy endings.



This is a wonderful story of how it only takes one person to make a difference and how one dog can

make such a difference in ones life. If you are an animal lover it will send you through the emotions

of madness at the beginning, the way this poor little guy was treated. But in the end is the most

wonderful outcome and will tug at your heart. This is a feel good read and keeps you reading till the

end. Great job Emily Pruitt!!!!, Hope she writes more.
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